MEDIA RELEASE
ABOUT LAZY FARE
Lazy Fare is an unusual and very personal collection of recipes and food stories.
This independent publication is the work of Jane Cornes Maclean, who wrote,
photographed and designed the book herself because, basically, she’s a bit mad.
Jane’s witty stories and down to earth recipes are borne of a lifetime of food obsession and
self-confessed laziness.
“I’ve spent my whole life garnering as much praise as I can for as little effort as possible,”
she says.
Jane was state editor for Gourmet Traveller magazine for over 10 years and wrote
restaurant reviews for Post Newspapers under the byline “Madame Lush”.
She was also food and wine editor at Scoop magazine.
Jane has spent most of 2020 sifting through her best-loved recipes and published food
stories to create this delightful collection.
“I wanted to recreate some of the lovely food I’ve eaten as a professional food writer, but
without all the hoo-hah.”
And that’s exactly what you get with Lazy Fare – a collection of simple recipes that celebrate
fresh produce and give the reader a bunch of kitchen hacks for turning out gourmet-worthy
dishes with – frankly – very little effort at all.
And then there are Jane’s stories.
In “Turning the tables”, she writes about working as a waitress. In “Cruisin’ with Soph”, she
recounts a gentle week spent with her young daughter on a cruise ship. Jane also writes
about her time spent with the late, great Antonio Carluccio, and her integral role in
celebrating the birth of Western Australia’s first black truffle.
Beautifully written, designed and photographed entirely by the author, Lazy Fare is destined
to find a home on the bookshelves of food lovers everywhere.
At least Jane bloody hopes so.
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